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The Millennium Falcon was asked to leave the Resistance's base on Crait in favor of the capture
of the Wookiee, Luke Skywalker, by the First Order. [33] Nien Nunb was replaced by Ewoks, the
youngest pilot ever chosen for the job. The Falcon was able to give the Resistance a chance to
escape with Chewbacca and Finn, after Luke managed to free him. The remaining Rebels were
rescued by the New Republic. The Millennium Falcon was then put in a similar program to the

one devised by Starkiller Base. An Imperial probe droid escaped the ship's tractor beam and was
taken by the Resistance. It was later introduced as Poe Dameron's astromech R2-D2. [21] Upon
returning, Solo knew he would never be able to approach the Death Star's main reactor with the

Falcon and decided that he would be better off relying on Chewbacca's ability to pilot and
navigate the ship to get them to the planet's surface. [62] They planned to steal a transport to

rescue Tal Nyr, who was the leader of the Brotherhood of Steel, and by them crossing the
surface. Only Chewbacca, who knew the territory well, believed that this would work. Organa
gave Solo another mission to come back with as she was needed to carry out a mission with
Chewbacca to rescue Tal Nyr. [32] Solo returned to the ship, but Vader ordered him to kill
Chewbacca, knocking Solo unconscious and carrying him away. [62] The escape pod was

activated and Solo put into it along with several others. A few moments later, the ship began to
descend rapidly, but, after the pod ejected, it exploded. [2] Solo landed safely on a small,

forested planet, but the others who were in the escape pod were not as lucky. [32]
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Shortly thereafter, the ship was forced to flee a trap after the arrival of Darth Vader on the planet
Ahch-To. It escaped the planet with Luke Skywalker and his ally Rey on board as backup, along with

a large force of loyal X-wings and other ships. To evade the pursuing First Order forces, the
Millennium Falcon flew into a nebula known as the "Stratum Boreale Nebula" [1] . Skywalker then
returned to the ship and reactivated it, and the trio set out to find Rey's parents, Finn's lost love

BB-8, as well as Poe Dameron. A month later, on the planet Nal Hutta, Organa was stunned to learn
that Solo had deliberately led the Imperial Fleet into a trap at Endor. The Millennium Falcon escaped

and took Solo with them. Organa was fired from the New Republic after she and Skywalker
attempted to pass along a message to Solo asking him to surrender, which Solo refused to do. When
Chewbacca told her that Solo would return, Organa replied that he would not. [32] The Millennium

Falcon helped the Rebels overthrow the Galactic Empire by supporting Admiral Ackbar's fleet.
Although Solo was not on the mission to destroy the Death Star, he accompanied the fleet to Endor.
Following a battle on Endor, the Millennium Falcon was the only ship able to escape from Tatooine in
order to rendezvous with the fleet around Yavin IV and help destroy the second Death Star. With the
fleet, including Solo and his friends, Millennium Falcon got off planet and went to Yavin 4 where they
engaged several TIE fighters and shot down a Star Destroyer. In the battle, Solo was injured and fell
unconscious. The Millennium Falcon retreated to land on Scarif, [32] a planet in the planetoid Belt

used by the Empire to mine resources, with the intention of coming back later to fix the ship.
However, Solo woke up in the ship. While Chewbacca and Leia were away, Solo and Poe showed up
at the command centre and began to fight off stormtroopers. In the battle, they destroyed an AT-RT

and ran into a ground battle with the Empire. In response, the ship was shot by a large cannon
destroying it. [32] After a lengthy battle, Solo was able to defeat all enemies but one, K-model TIE

fighter droid, who forced him down to the engine room. Solo was confronted by Vader, who had been
on Scarif for repairs, and his son Ben. They both asked him for his help, then they captured Solo and
killed Ben. [32] The Millennium Falcon was captured by General Dodonna, who wanted the parts to
make a new Death Star. Dodonna gave Solo, Chewbacca, and the rest of the group to Vader, who

decided to execute them. Solo stopped the execution, rescued his friends, and boarded the
Millennium Falcon. [32] 5ec8ef588b
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